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Aims

Enable national, devolved, and local governments to:

• make better decisions in conditions of stress.
• avoid unnecessary mistakes; enable ongoing engagement 

with, and application of, evidence to inform rapidly evolving 
policy needs.

• and achieve better outcomes for the British public, 
particularly at-risk groups, including those in care, homeless 
people, and BAME communities.

https://covidandsociety.com/

IPPO

https://covidandsociety.com/
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Who are we?

UCL is leading a two-year collaboration, funded by the ESRC, to build bridges between policy 

and research. Its mission: to mitigate the biggest social impacts of COVID-19 and accelerate the 

UK’s recovery. UCL’s IPPO partners include:

IPPO
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IPPO

Demand led evidence for policy and practice

1. Regional representatives

2. Global scans of policy initiatives

3. Consultation / discussion

4. Round table

5. Commission evidence products to meet demand

6. Engagement with users

IPPO
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IPPO
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Evidence products

1. Systematic reviews

2. Rapid evidence reviews

3. Evidence snapshots 
(quick commentary based on existing systematic

reviews)

4. Living systematic map

IPPO
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IPPO demand led knowledge generation
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Rapid evidence reviews

• Good to be rapid, but how to achieve rapidity? 

(without jeopardizing justifiable evidence claims)

• Topic specialist led
- Danger: feels that knows all the evidence

- Benefits: conceptual distinctions + interpretation

- Transparent about ‘positionality’ and perspectives (ideological and 

theoretical assumptions and priorities)

• Rapidity OK as long as:
- Fit for purpose

- Transparent

- Assess the extent that jeopardizes rigour
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Living map

1. Database of reviews on COVID-19 and social 

science

2. ‘Map’ as describes the available research 

(meeting inclusion criteria)

3. ‘Living’ as updated monthly: using Microsoft 

Academic Graph (MAG) to automatically inform 

us of new studies meeting search criteria

4. Provides quick resource for policy makers and 

researchers about what is available

5. Currently 900+ reviews (broadly defined)
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EPPI Mapper: Reviews by Topic and Population
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EPPI Mapper: Reviews by Topic
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Engagement (Access and interaction)

+ Demand (motivation and relevance) + Awareness 

+ IPPO ‘Editor’ Mike Herd, a journalist

Science of Using Science (Langer et al., 2016)
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Thank you

• Enabling knowledge brokerage intermediaries to 

be evidence-informed, Evidence Policy Journal, 

2021

• Appraising evidence claims, Reviews of Research 

in Education, 2021

• Evidence Synthesis International Position 

Statement, Systematic Reviews Journal, 2020

• Systematic reviews within evidence ecosystems, 

Systematic Reviews Journal, 2018
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